
USING THE UPLL SCOREBOARD

1. TURN ON RED SWITCH ON BACK OF SCOREBOARD (if not already on)

2. In the press box, take electronic box out of case.  Plug the cord into the back of the
box (if not already plugged in) and the other end is plugged into the power cord on
the floor.  (THERE IS NO “OFF/ON” SWITCH).

3. Hit “NEW GAME” - all the way to the right - 2nd button down

4. Then follow the instructions on the Screen - hit “#1" for reset, then hit “ENTER”. 
“Enter” is located under the “#3" on the pad.

5. Then hit “NEW GAME” button, then enter “#7" to reset team names

-then hit “#1", then enter for the first team.  You will then have to click the
letters under their respective numbers.  Once you click the first letter, wait
and you will see the cursor move over to the next space and then you can type
the next letter.  It is old fashion texting - where you may hit the number
multiple times to get to the letter you want.  For example, you would hit
number”1" 2 times to get the letter T.  Once the name of the first team is
completed you will hit “ENTER” 2 TIMES and the name of the visiting team
will appear on the scoreboard.

-then hit “ENTER” again and you will see “TEAM 2" in the screen - go
through the same steps above to type in the name of that team.  Once the
name for the second team is completed you will hit “ENTER” three times.

-You should zeros on the screen and you are ready to start the game.

6. BALLS/STRIKES/OUTS are across the bottom of the box.  You will just click
through them as balls and strikes and outs are called.

7. VERY IMPORTANT - When the game starts AFTER you have entered the team
names you MUST hit the button “INC. INNING. TOP/BOT” - it is the fourth
bottom down on left side of box.  On the screen you will see in the center “T01" for
Top of the First Inning.  

If someone scores a run hit “RUNS +1" Button - which is right next to the button
“INC. INNING TOP/BOT”.  

PLEASE NOTE IF YOU GIVE THEM AN EXTRA RUN YOU CANNOT
SUBTRACT IT.



8. Once the top of the First inning is over, hit “INC. INNING TOP/BOT’ to move to
the bottom of the first inning.  The screen will say “B01" for Bottom of the First.

-If no runs are scored by a team in that inning just hit “INC INNING TOP/BOT” to
switch to the next half of inning and the box will automatically put “0" in for runs
for the ½ inning.

9. Once game is over - if you are last game of the night - unplug box and have a kid
run out to center field and turn OFF the RED SWITCH on the back of the
scoreboard.  YOU MUST DO BOTH.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES:

A. If for some reason, box gets unplugged during game, plug it back it and look at
screen - it will say “RESTORE GAME” - hit “#1" then hit “ENTER”.  This will
bring you back to exactly where you were before the power went out.

B. If for some reason you mistakenly give a team an extra run - DON’T PANIC!!!  You
should write down the correct score on a piece of paper and then between innings
you can do the following:

Hit - “NEW GAME” button, 
Hit - “7" for set team names, your team name should already be there, so just

“ENTER” three times and then Team #2 name will appear and you
should hit “ENTER” three times.

Hit - “INC INNING TOP/BOT” for top of first inning and then enter the 
number of runs you need, and then hit “INC INNING TOP/BOT” to go to
Bottom of First and enter the number of runs you need.  You will do that
each time until you get the inning where you made the mistake and then you
should be fine.

YOU MUST ALWAYS HIT “INC INNING TOP/BOT” Button to switch between top and
bottom of every inning.

Any questions - feel free to call me at 610-608-6452 - CINDY DENGLER


